All students in the building will be tested on the summer reading novel(s) that they were instructed to read by their Literature teachers. All summer reading tests will now have both objective questions AND an essay section. All summer reading novels will be the focus of the first unit of the school year.

9TH GRADE READING

World Literature (Regular and Honors)
» The Red Umbrella by Christina Diaz Gonzalez

10TH GRADE READING

American Literature (Regular)
» Diamond Ruby by Joseph Wallace

American Literature (Honors)
» Diamond Ruby by Joseph Wallace
» The Old Man and the Sea by Ernest Hemingway

Theology
» The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe by CS Lewis

11TH GRADE READING

British Literature
» The Red Queen by Philippa Gregory

Advanced Placement Language
» 1984 by George Orwell
» My Name Is Asher Lev by Chaim Potok

12TH GRADE READING

Contemporary Literature
» Station Eleven by Emily St. John Mandel

Advanced Placement Literature
» How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster
» Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad

DO YOUR SUMMER READING!